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ABSTRACT: Renting film prints became the economic basis for the commercial film
industry, but how did the option take hold in early film exchanges in the United States?
This article locates the origins of film renting in the shadows of a secondhand-film market.
The classified want ads of the New York Clipper preserve a uniquely rich archive of this
informal practice from 1896 to 1907. The later business of standardized film-rental distribution was, in part, structured by this weekly printed record of the marketplace of cinema
and its calls to trade “new and second hand films bought, sold, exchanged and rented.”
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The market for secondhand and rented films in North America had an inauspicious start. Early in 1897, just two months after moving pictures started to
be sold separately from projectors, Ira Fenton of Toronto, Canada, placed a
two-line classified ad in the New York Clipper: “Wanted. Second-Hand Films for
Projectoscope. Give subject and price.”1 Shunted to the very bottom of a page
full of more than a hundred classified ads, Fenton’s want ad was barely larger
than one of the other hundred notices on the same page from acts seeking to
book engagements. Classified ads made the Clipper unique among its class of
dramatic press competitors.2 An ad in the paper was the perfect venue to sell
something used, casting a continent-wide net to find a buyer. On the other
hand, seeking something secondhand was rare; among those other 1897 listings
only acts and talent were wanted, whereas a full range of new and used equipment, supplies, and services were for sale. Fenton’s notice was a first hint that
film manufacturers would neglect the secondhand exchange market for their
products. New film prints were costly and often outlived their novelty for an
individual show’s circuit but still retained value if they were sold or traded to
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a new exhibitor in another locale. Not surprisingly, the benefits of a secondary
market to exchange and rent films soon became apparent, especially to those
on the economic and geographic periphery of the business.
Late in 1897, for example, Omaha’s Board of Park Commissioners granted
a cinematograph concession to the Railway & Bridge Company to operate free
exhibitions in Fairmount Park for 1898. Amusement-park theaters were some of
the first cinema exhibitors to play entire seasons in fixed locations, years before
film-rental services provided one of the conditions for movie theaters to flourish.
The park superintendent in Omaha, however, noted that “the cost was a serious
bar to its success” and coordinated a plan with counterparts across the region,
which “resulted in the formation of a circuit comprising about twenty-five western cities … so that the views will be exchanged during the entire season.”3 On
such a small scale as two dozen parks, trading films within a limited circuit
was a manageable solution, but the idea would gradually become more formal
with the emergence of film exchanges. Businesses specializing in stereopticons,
slides, and optical lenses quickly added moving-picture projectors and supplies
to their catalogues and began to routinely exchange secondhand films. Initially
a residual trade resulting from buying and selling used projectors, early film
exchanges gradually expanded their capacity to recirculate film prints until the
option of renting films on contract became its own discrete business.4 Around
1903, a few pioneering film renters began to offer an affordable weekly change
of films. Rental service expanded opportunities for theater managers to make
film a routine part of family vaudeville in fall and winter, and amusement parks
in spring and summer. Renting also allowed independent, itinerant exhibitors
smaller, more frequent circuits for their travels. The conditions were set for the
1906 nickelodeon boom of fixed-location storefront shows.5 Film renting is central to this familiar story of the early nickelodeon, but I propose an unfamiliar
origin in the earlier trade of used films between itinerant exhibitors and the
first film exchanges.
This essay locates the beginnings of film renting in the shadows of an
informal market in secondhand films. The classified want ads of the New York
Clipper have preserved a uniquely rich archive of this marketplace. Messages
about buying and selling films were routinely used by dozens of small-time
film entrepreneurs who were touring the geographic periphery of the continent and operating on the economic margins of the entertainment business.6
In contrast, well-known exhibitor-producers were largely absent from the
classifieds. Biograph and Vitagraph advertised that their businesses provided
moving-picture chaser acts to urban vaudeville theaters or season-long attractions at suburban amusement parks, but they were not part of the market in
secondhand films.7 Instead, Clipper classifieds permitted small-time traveling
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exhibitors to correspond with each other and with metropolitan retailers to
arrange visits, purchases, and shipments of films anywhere on the continent.
The classifieds offer a glimpse of wide-ranging commercial networks, partnerships, burned bridges, and broken promises of the earliest years of the film
industry. I have elsewhere argued cinema’s mass audience was always also a
newspaper-reading public, using Michael Warner’s discussion of collective identity as shaped and sustained through periodicals’ “partial non-identity” among
strangers sharing the same experience and interests.8 Likewise, Richard Abel
has described the range of film-related print publicity as “menus for movieland”
to signify advertising’s role as both agent and archive of the public’s relationship
with movies.9 Here, I propose a similar premise for distribution: early cinema
exhibitors coexisted as a reading public, too, networked through responses to
appeals for “new and second-hand films bought, sold, exchanged and rented.”10
Larger, illustrated ads from film manufacturers and importers sold new film
titles, but the same pages also included tiny, inconspicuous offers seeking or
selling slightly older films—secondhand copies at a cheaper price. As I shall
review in detail, certain sellers soon advertised week after week, usually listing
films in combination with other supplies. Some of those sellers, in turn, incorporated formal business operations, many adopting the phrase film exchange
for their new mix of goods and services specializing in moving pictures. I argue
that the informal trade of secondhand films in classified ads was a first step
toward later routines of film distribution. To be clear, other practices were
crucial—correspondence, business orders and inquiries, inspection of film
prints, catalogues, and word of mouth among competitors—but Clipper classifieds constitute our most complete remaining evidence for the complex professional networks articulated around early film exchanges.

CLASSIFIED EXCHANGES AND THE CIRCULATION OF
KNOWLEDGE
Repeated interactions instigated in the back pages of the Clipper sustained,
at least in part, the market for secondhand films and the related work of early
film exchanges. To borrow again from Warner, the classified marketplace did
not simply address “a diffusion of strangers, but a temporality of circulation,”
in which those in the film business could anticipate a weekly printed encounter
with the marketplace of cinema as a site of collective social action.11 Ultimately,
my point is to consider Clipper classified ads for secondhand films as evidence
for a new public of cinema professionals, gradually coming to self-reflexive
collective action, reshaping the film industry, and laying a foundation for later
central practices like distributing based on film-rental contracts and charging
a premium price for first-run films.12 Crucially, the classified ads show how this
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new profession of cinema exhibitors initially existed apart from the sphere of
manufacturers producing and selling new film prints. The profession instead
found a fraternal home base in the early film exchange’s provision of secondary
and secondhand supplies. Why would this be so?
Films were initially sold without clear copyright. Edison’s Vitascope
launched in April 1896 with exclusive states-rights franchises, but within
months competing projectors and sources for films proliferated, both imports
from Europe and domestic producers. Edison countered in November 1896
by starting to sell film prints outright, separately from projectors.13 For the
next decade, exhibition in the United States and Canada remained essentially
unregulated. As is well-known, this led to a problem of systemic duping and
unlicensed reproductions, but it also meant no mechanism existed to compensate creators for public performances and circulation.14 Only the original sale of
a new film print connected manufacturers and independent exhibitors. For over
a decade, hundreds of entrepreneurial exhibitors were literally unaccountable
to the production side of the nascent industry. All the while, Edison pursued
lawsuits to protect both patents on film equipment and copyright over moving
pictures. This litigiousness eventually provided a foothold to impose license
fees on most fellow manufacturers, distributors, and even exhibitors with the
creation in February 1908 of the Association of Edison Licensees and then the
Motion Picture Patents Company in December.15 As I recount below, the nickelodeon’s foundation in 1906 and 1907 was rental contracts with film exchanges,
which spurred a commodification of first-run prints to shake off aspersions of
poor-quality, secondhand films. Changes culminating in the Patents Company
imposed this system across the entire commercial moving-picture industry.
After 1908, film prints were no longer sold outright; the daily business of exhibition became entirely subordinate to producers through rental contracts with
licensed film exchanges.16 In a remarkable coincidence, a 1908 US Supreme
Court ruling established the “first-sale doctrine,” which clarified the legality
of secondhand exchange at the very moment the film industry eliminated the
practice.17 In the previous decade between 1897 and 1907, however, even Edison
had no routine mechanism for enforcing copyright control over exhibition.
Anyone possessing a film print (or a pirated copy) could exhibit the picture to
any audience, anywhere, at any price without paying a percentage of the box
office or rental license fees to the manufacturer. The situation was analogous
to being able to mount a play by simply buying a script. One important result
was a robust exchange in secondhand films, and the Clipper classified ads were
its primary marketplace.
Recirculating film prints on short-term loan became the economic basis
for the commercial film industry, yet next to nothing is known about how and
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why this option took hold in early film exchanges.18 At first on the periphery of
the industry, secondhand films were exchanged as durable cultural goods whose
value outlived their novelty. This trade differed from other types of secondhand
commodities. In larger cities, pawn shops offered a place to trade valuables any
passing stranger could want. A junk shop or flea market sufficed for ordinary
consumer goods, while antique stores offered a more respectable space for rare
items.19 On a municipal scale, newspapers’ want ads helped people navigate
the steps of finding and offering labor, housing, and a full gamut of personals,
including intimate and illicit rendezvous. As Julia Guarneri explains, “classifieds facilitated a dialogue among readers themselves … seemingly put[ting]
the whole city’s opportunities at the fingertips of any reader.”20 Revenue from
classified ads sustained the fortunes of newspaper publishing magnates as
much as newsstand sales, subscriptions, or retail display advertising.21 Yet,
professional business niches required a more specialized forum. Trade or class
publications circulated for almost every type of business classified by a city
directory or yellow-paged phone book, often casting a continent-wide net for
its fraternal readership.22 Subsidized, regulated postal service and telegraph
networks effectively created a single business market and readership across the
entirety of the United States, and customs forms easily integrated trade across
the border with Canada.23
Following André Gaudreault’s use of “cultural series,” my intention is
to delineate for film distribution existing sites of cultural exchange that “governed the process of cinema’s institutionalization.”24 Gaudreault’s incisive point
was that cinematic practices are not analytical categories but instead merely
“observable facts” that need interpretation across conceptual affinities and
alignments. A descriptive account of the “origins of the film exchange” has
already been given by Max Alvarez in this journal, and I can hardly improve
upon its admirable overview in detail or accuracy.25 My interest is somewhat
distinct. I am not only aiming to recount the historical progression of practices
leading up to film renting but also seeking to analyze the broader context of
business models for the market for secondhand films. Why did the secondhand
market and film renting succeed so swiftly? On the one hand, these options
clearly moderated the risks and lowered the costs of exhibition; on the other
hand, just as importantly, they provided self-organized networks of cooperation
that perhaps lent a veneer of professional self-determination and collective
association to a fledgling business.
The promise of even tacit self-organization may have been all the more
appealing for happening entirely apart from the market in new films without
overtly opposing the interests of film manufacturers. Concepts such as “modes
of exchange” and “cultures of circulation” have become central to what Will
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Straw has called “the circulatory turn” in studies of media and culture.26 Straw
spotlights, for example, Kojin Karatani’s shifting the focus of world history from
modes of production to modes of exchange. Within this wide-ranging work,
Karatani isolates economic “association” as a collective action emerging within
capitalism that uniquely has the capacity to change the structure of established,
profit-seeking modes of production.27 In this light, the self-organized secondhand market recirculating films could be transformative of the commercial
basis of the early film industry—introducing film renting as a new commodity,
for example—without directly opposing new film production. There were overt
benefits, from economies of scale, to lower marginal prices, to a more responsive capacity for adapting to supply and demand, when a successful film was
produced. But the film exchange also provided, in part, an associative space
for fraternal cooperation among exhibitors. By extension, the Clipper played a
transformative role in the early American film industry, too; all film historians
benefit from better understanding its work.
Classified advertising was an ideal forum for informal trades on the
periphery of show business, and the New York Clipper was uniquely positioned to
offer this forum in the 1890s. The paper was founded in April 1853, initially offering weekly commentary and criticism of politics and sports, as well as music
and drama. Sports dominated its early decades in the years before daily newspapers began to devote more immediate, regular attention to reports of games,
matches, and players.28 Theatrical news had a significant if secondary role from
the start, which the Clipper quickly acknowledged to be of interest to readers
from outside the city.29 Within a few months, its amusement directory was
renamed “The Stranger’s Guide” and expanded to provide more details about
“every place of amusement in New York City, together with prices of admission,
time of opening, and much other useful information not to be found in any other
journal.”30 Although New York remained in the masthead, the fame of athletes
and actors both had national reach, and the paper circulated widely on athletic
and theatrical circuits alike. In 1858 the paper announced a “desire to make this
[theatrical] department not only interesting to the general reader, but useful to
the profession … [to] learn of the ‘whereabouts’ and ‘whatabout’ of each other.
Drop us a play bill, a newspaper, a line or two, of the movements of yourself and
those associated with you.”31 Theatrical correspondence was expanded in 1865,
now named the Clipper Post Office, tracking the “Movements, Business and
Incidents of the Theatrical, Circus, Musical and Minstrel Professions.”32
After the 1882 death of founding editor Frank Queen, the Clipper embraced
the nickname Old Reliable, and its correspondents near and far attested to its
welcomed role in connecting far-flung towns through entertainment news. In
addition to reports of show business from dozens of cities, metropolitan and
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provincial alike, beginning in 1883 hundreds of touring acts and outfits began
to print their rosters among the Routes Ahead.33 By the late 1880s, theatrical and
amusement advertising and classified listings had grown to fill several pages
and had become a crucial means for national-scale exchange and sales in the
field. Editors of the Home Press in La Plata, Missouri, offered to pay to advertise
the town’s theater in the Clipper because “there is no better advertisement for
a town—no better indication of prosperity and energy and liberality—than to
have it generally heralded abroad that it is a good theatre-going town.”34 Sports
news last appeared in 1902, and the word sporting was dropped from the nameplate for its fiftieth-anniversary issue in February 1903. By then, the paper was
facing stiff competition from other theatrical trade papers. With the turn of
the century, the Dramatic Mirror, the New York Telegraph, Billboard, and soon
Variety also began to include touring-route directories, and more extensive
classified advertising. The Clipper folded in 1924, after Variety’s Sime Silverman
purchased it.35 Back in 1896, however, the Old Reliable still had an unrivaled
range of theatrical advertising, especially for equipment and supplies, and its
theatrical listings and classified section were still entirely unique. The paper’s
own history later recalled how it was “selected by the pioneer makers of pictures
as the national organ, and the Clipper can properly take credit as being the main
factor in exploiting the industry.”36 During the early years of the film exchange,
the Clipper was essentially offering the only continent-wide classified advertising forum for entertainment and theatrical businesses.

SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION: SECONDHAND VIEWS
Small-time exhibitor Ira Fenton of Toronto was perhaps the first to use the
Clipper classifieds seeking to acquire films, but the same January 1897 issue
contained an early effort to sell secondhand films. C. O. Richardson solicited
buyers for any part of his Edison Vitascope outfit, or his “20 choice views, 10 of
which are nearly new, in perfect condition.”37 His exclusive rights to Maine were
fast dwindling in value as competing projectors came on the market. Edison
Manufacturing had already begun selling films to people other than Vitascope
owners, and by the first weeks in 1897, both Sigmund Lubin and Edward Amet
had also begun selling films apart from their respective Cineograph and Magniscope machines.38 Almost immediately a secondary market for buying and selling secondhand films and projectors emerged. Late in February 1897, the Clipper
included a classified for a Magniscope and five films “for sale, cheap, good as
new” and also “for sale, cheap, Phantoscope with latest improvements. Complete outfit for use including several good films.”39 By June 1897, slightly larger
classifieds sought or offered used films, including one with the bold heading
“Films Wanted” for the Nickelodeon in Boston, while Moore & Gray in Newark,
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New Jersey, were already offering “second-hand machines and films for sale and
exchange” in addition to booking engagements for their projectoscope outfit.40
These earliest films were extremely short, as brief as a minute, and consisted almost entirely of natural scenes, urban settings, or variety acts staged
for visual impact. Even when part of a vaudeville roster, several films would be
shown in combination. An early itinerant exhibitor needed a dozen or more to
mount an hour-long program, often repeating each film multiple times for a
lasting impression before moving to the next. A change of films was essential
to attract repeat audiences. Not surprisingly, many of those exchanging secondhand films were itinerant exhibitors seeking a more affordable change of
program. R. J. Erwood wanted “second-hand films, must be cheap,” for his specialty act supporting a dramatic stock company in Ohio.41 The Phelps Concert
Company touring Iowa in 1898 was seeking secondhand films and a new tenor
who could play his own accompaniment.42 Charles Ray’s Novelty Company in
Cumberland, Maryland, featured a Dramatiscope, for which he was seeking used
films and song slides to start the new season in 1898; his call was heightened in
urgency a year later: “Wanted, 1,000 Second Hand Films, all subjects,” and again
in 1900, he added an explanation as he also started selling off old stock: “I am
required to change films weekly, consequently I always have films and slides for
sale, cheap.”43 The Farmer’s Handy Wagon Co. of Saginaw, Michigan, stated “we
will buy second-hand films or Edison’s late machines” for its advertising shows
touring under the name of the Ideal Entertainers.44 Even a few years later, J. B.
Morris wanted “Cinderella and other good subjects” when he stopped continual
touring and established a series of short-term early storefront electric theaters
in Houston, Shreveport, and elsewhere.45 Starting a second tour of eastern
Canada in June 1902 after a circuit through the American south, G. H. Ireland
wanted “10,000 ft of good film; have 5,000 ft for sale or exchange on account of
rebooking our route.”46
Do not construe these notices as evidence that exhibitors used the secondhand market to entirely circumvent the cost or need for new films. The trade
in secondhand films arose as a consequence of continuing sales of new films and
projectors, not in spite of it or detracting from it. All of these exhibitors continued to buy new films and new projectors, and some of these exhibitors’ names,
among dozens of others, are listed multiple times in Edison Manufacturing
cash books, sending checks or money orders against invoices. Those transactions do not even track dozens of other exhibitors who bought their films and
projectors from competing film manufacturers or from Edison retailers, George
Kleine in Chicago, Peter Bacigalupi in San Francisco, and Percival Waters’s
Kinetograph Company in New York City.47 Exhibitors seem to have primarily
offered to exchange or sell used films because they had bought new films to
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renew and add novelty to their shows. Their trading partners, presumably, were
an entire class of small-time, short-lived exhibitors on the economic margins of
commercial amusements who were attempting to turn a profit from a secondhand stock of films.
Buyers wanted good quality films at a low price; sellers stressed quality,
too, while claiming to offer a bargain. Late in 1897, J. E. Furlong of Rochester,
New York, was seeking films to fit his original Lumière machine, “used subjects
accepted if condition good.”48 A buyer in Fowler, Michigan, insisted any films
sold to him “must be in good condition and cheap for cash.”49 Another in Winter
Harbor, Maine, stated he only wanted films “cheap and in good condition and
sent subject to examination.”50 At least one seller of forty secondhand films,
three dollars each, admitted they were “slightly shrunk.”51 A stipulation insisting on the means to inspect the prints before payment often involved cash on
delivery to an express office. In 1899, Ira Fenton, now located in Marquette,
Michigan, stated that sellers dealing with him “must allow examination by
express.”52 At least one seller, O. P. Barkley in Pennsylvania, accommodated that
condition if the buyer included an additional two dollars for “500 feet of second-hand films for $33.”53 One dispute made the news, when Dr. E. D. Hudson,
an exhibitor in Fairfield, Pennsylvania, was arrested and charged with fraud for
allegedly replacing shipped films with tattered older reels during his inspection
and then refusing to pay. Hudson’s defense was that “those in the box were worn
out, and he at once re-nailed the box shut and returned them.”54
All of the examples listed above are conventional classified want ads:
one-time listings looking to accommodate specific needs in particular contexts. They document the widespread exchange of secondhand films but without
directly addressing how businesses also traded in used films. The bridge from
exchanging films to the film exchange arose as established dealers in stereopticon or phonograph equipment began listing secondhand films among their
varied supplies and alongside secondhand apparatuses. In Kansas City, the
Edison American Phonograph Co. began advertising in 1898 that it was now
was buying “second-hand films and all makes of projecting machines. We also
exchange films, sell new and second-hand talking machines, and rent machines
at lowest rates.”55 Two major stereopticon dealers in Philadelphia—Harbach
and Co. and Williams, Brown and Earle—added secondhand films to their range
of supplies in 1899, the same year Lewis Hetz in New York started buying and
selling films in addition to his existing business in stereopticon machines and
illustrated song slides of all sorts. On the other hand, businesses with direct
links to film manufacturers did not make the shift to trading in secondhand
films. T. H. McAllister in New York was a key agent of new Edison equipment, for
example, and Kleine Optical in Chicago a retailer of new Edison projectors and
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films.56 Neither ever included the option to buy or exchange used films, at least
not in their trade ads. Metropolitan addresses, established reputations, and
connections to manufacturers offered a different set of advantages. Similarly,
film manufacturers themselves stuck to sales of new films in their ads in the
Clipper, without any hint whether they also traded a supply of secondhand stock.

A NEW INSTITUTION: THE AMERICAN FILM EXCHANGE
Specialized businesses focused on secondhand films appeared first on the
economic periphery of the nascent cinema industry, buried in the small print
of classified ads. An early but enduring example was a business run by Charles
Oxenham out of his home at 630 Halsey Street in Brooklyn (fig. 1). Clipper
classifieds corroborate Oxenham’s later life recollection of opening New York’s
first film exchange—he was certainly first to adopt that term.57 Later histories
of projectors recalled that he constructed an early 1896 apparatus of his own,
but his publicity at the time indicated machines were just one line of business
among many.58 A lifelong Brooklynite, Oxenham advertised used phonograph
outfits in 1894, then early in 1896 a used Edison X-ray machine for carnival
exhibitions.59 By the end of the year, moving pictures were added to a seeming
clearinghouse of devices under the moniker of the American Talking Machine
Bureau: “Phonographs, $40. Kinetoscope and Projecting Machine (combined),
with subjects, $100; Genuine X-Ray Apparatus, $50. Other bargains. Stamp for
circulars.”60 Throughout 1897, Oxenham’s daily press classifieds offered used
bicycles for sale from his home address, while in the Clipper the business briefly
became the American Projecting Machine Co., then the American Exchange,
seeking secondhand films and machines, and offering the “latest improved
device in projecting machines for hire, with attendant and subjects.”61 In 1898,
he used yet another company name, American Talking Machine Works, selling
and trading “kinetoscopes and artoscopes … phonographs, graphophones,
project machines and films. Records, $3.50 per doz.; stamp for catalogue.”62
Finally, in March 1899, Oxenham settled exclusively on trading moving pictures and fixed the name to the American Film Exchange. His classifieds solicited secondhand films and offered used films for as little as a dollar each.63
Unsurprisingly, at that price there were no assurances of good quality nor
offers to inspect before payment was due. The small operation was a consistent
presence from 1897 for over a decade, even while Oxenham spent a season as an
electrician-projectionist for a touring show or when he exhibited on the Midwest chautauqua circuit.64 Until 1909, the American Film Exchange continued
to provide entertainments “for all occasions,” machines and films “bought, sold
and rented, with or without operators; 55 miles of moving pictures to select
from.”65
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Fig. 1: Operating out of his Brooklyn home, Charles H. Oxenham was the first to use the word
exchange to name his trade in secondhand films, used projectors, and moving-picture outfits for
hire. (Brooklyn Eagle, January 30, 1909, 9)

By the turn of the century, films were often several minutes in duration
and priced more or less by the foot. Longer films cost more but could be considered a worthwhile investment because they implicitly maintained an audience’s interest longer—but the risk was greater if they only led to boredom. In
addition to the latest newsworthy actualities, some of the earliest films promoted by title were Méliès trick films that replicated the magic of fairy tales
at the famous Theatre Houdin in Paris. The interest in novelty moving pictures
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allowed new supply businesses to open. In addition to Oxenham’s, at least five
other early film exchanges began advertising for business by the end of the
year in 1900, several run by people who would become key players in the picture business in later years. While the American Film Exchange’s small-scale
operation focused on secondhand goods, others who also adopted the phrase
film exchange offered an all-purpose establishment in a single showroom. For
these companies, the business of exchanging films was initially peripheral to
acting as a general supplier of anything a picture show needed. Perhaps the
first company to label itself a film exchange was W. B. Moore and partners in
Chicago, who formally registered the Stereopticon and Film Exchange as a
corporation with capital stock of $10,000 in February 1899.66 Although stereopticons and slides were his predominant business, Moore had been an agent
for Amet Magniscopes since 1897 and then specialized in Spanish-American
war scenes. Moore kept the same style and text in his Clipper advertising

Fig. 2: Acme Exchange’s Jean A. Le Roy was also an early projector experimenter. (Motion Picture
News, February 1, 1930, 54)
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when the name changed to the Stereopticon and Film Exchange in March
1899, still focused on war views and magniscopes, and sales of acetylene gas,
stereopticons, magic lanterns, and slides—a general supplier for all screen
entertainments.67 With the new season in September 1899 came advertising
copy promoting the showrooms as the preeminent place for screen machines,
supplies, and stereopticon slides for any exhibitor in the interior of the country: “We are the largest dealers and manufacturers in the West of everything
in the exhibition business. Over 4,000 slides under electric display in our show
room. Separate list of illustrated songs. Don’t Buy Anything In This Line Until
You Consult Us.”68
A similar effort to provide an all-inclusive screen supply house came
from J. A. Le Roy’s Acme Exchange in New York. Although specializing in cinema supplies, this company never inserted the word film into its name (fig. 2).
Le Roy was an early apparatus inventor and seems to have worked with
Oxenham out of Halsey Street in Brooklyn briefly in 1897.69 On his own, operating first out of factory rooms on Thirteenth Street in Manhattan, Acme’s
Clipper ads offered “A Few Bargains … Mechanical and Theatrical Construction
a specialty. Electrical Supplies for stage use. Song Slides and Films bought, sold
and exchanged.”70 An ambitious expansion late in 1900 led to new showrooms
at Union Square, where Acme now had “over 2,000 square feet of floor room, a
laboratory, display room and operating room for machine men, stereopticon
operators, dancers and professionals.”71 The location offered “Films and Slides,
bought, sold and exchanged,” and boasted being the “largest headquarters
for Picture Machine Men, Electric Dancers and Song Illustrators in Greater
New York.”72 By this point, the Acme Exchange already had competition in
Manhattan. Another early entry into the trade was Nicholas Power, whose
Metropolitan Specialty Co. opened a large exhibition room on Nassau Street
down at Park Row to profile its range of stereopticons and moving picture
machines, “illustrated song outfits a specialty. Second hand films always on
hand.”73 Power changed the name to the New York Film Exchange in July 1900,
with a special emphasis on buying and trading used films: “Picture Machine
Men: If you want bargains in films, slides and all supplies, new and second
hand, call at N. Y. Film Exchange. Want All Kinds of Second-Hand Films.”74
Already emphasizing repairs and improvements to machines, Power’s advertising foreshadows his future reputation for reliable Cameragraph projectors
with fireproof reel magazines.
Just a few months later in November 1900, Sigmund Lubin established the
Philadelphia Film Exchange at his home address on Fifteenth Street to complement his well-established business manufacturing Cineograph projectors and
moving-picture films. The Lubin name was not overtly advertised in association
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Fig. 3: William H. Swanson’s Chicago Picture Machine Supply Co. selling 75,000 feet of secondhand films, obtained from a failed early film exchange. (New York Clipper, June 8, 1901, 331)

with the film exchange, a clearly separate entity from his new film and projector
sales, allowing the Philadelphia Film Exchange the semblance of exclusively
trading used film prints, “bought, sold and exchanged. Highest prices paid for
films in any quantity.”75 The same month, F. J. Howard opened the Boston Film
Exchange, “film and song slides, bought and exchanged.”76 A singular failure
among the batch is found with the brief tenure of the Chicago Moving Picture
and Film Exchange, which only advertised a few times in local newspaper classifieds, not in the Clipper.77 Soon after, William H. Swanson’s new venture, the
Chicago Picture Machine Supply Co., boasted the availability of 75,000 feet of
secondhand film, having “just bought out an entire stock of a film exchange
concern that failed in business” (fig. 3).78 Swanson, likewise, quickly left behind
the supply company and went back into black-top tent shows for another few
years (or rather, in his case, the distinctive Red Dome ventilated tent show).79
Nonetheless, by the end of 1900, there were companies self-proclaimed as film
exchanges in Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston, as well as several in New York.
All followed the path marked by Oxenham and embraced the market for secondhand films but still at this stage with only small classified ads and within their
primary business of trading and repairing stereopticons and projectors. There
is no hint yet that these first film exchanges would provide the circumstances
for the rental circulation of pictures that was to become the central commodity
in the fledgling film industry.
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“NO WORN OUT FILMS OR STALE SUBJECTS”:
FILM-RENTAL SERVICE WITH A WEEKLY CHANGE
Film exchanges were not pioneers in film renting. Instead, early film renters
tended to use their individual names in a more traditional business approach,
as if the practice of renting initially required a type of brokered, personal assurance. From 1897 to 1900, some Clipper classifieds state films were available to
rent, but these early cases may actually mean that a full projection outfit was
available to rent including films (indeed, sometimes explicitly “with or without
an operator,” too). Upon setting up business in New York in March 1898, William T. Rock—not yet partnered with J. Stuart Blackton and Albert E. Smith in
the American Vitagraph company—advertised “Films! Films! Films! New and
Second Hand Films Bought, Sold, Exchanged and Rented. We make a specialty
of renting films by the day or week; 500 always on hand.”80 This ad was not
repeated. In Kansas City, F. Guth’s Edison American Phonograph Company from
1897 to 1899 was a high-profile supplier of new and used films and equipment,
and its Clipper classified ads clearly stated machines were “rented to responsible parties.”81 Briefly in 1899 its classifieds proclaimed it was “the only house in
America that buys, sells, rents and exchanges films, slides, stereopticons and
all projecting machines.” That message, however, was directed to “managers of
parks, summer attractions and clubs” and almost certainly meant films with a
rented machine.82 In any case, the service was promoted for only a month.
F. O. Todd Supply Company in Lafayette, Indiana, called itself a “Renting
Company” early in its business in December 1900, stating clearly “Films for
Rent; Good Subjects,” and once more a year later, but interim and later classifieds only mention new and used films and equipment.83 In 1902, Abraham
Alexander mentions renting machines and films—together or not is unclear—
just once at the start of his tenure as Lubin’s New York sales agent.84 Similarly,
C. H. Niemeyer’s Professional Supply and Commission Company in Chicago
only rarely mentioned that films could be rented among its offer of buying,
selling, and exchanging new and secondhand films, slides, projectors, and
equipment.85 Likewise, Lewis Hetz in New York briefly added the option of
renting films alongside buying and selling them but only for two months late
in 1902.86 Even when rental services became a standardized product in 1903,
companies that were primarily focused on projector sales and general supplies
did not pivot to focus on renting, despite these early trials—even if we presume
they had lent out films apart from projecting outfits, which is not at all clear.
Nonetheless, these examples demonstrate that a fairly wide range of companies
was already using the phrase renting films before a weekly change film service
was introduced.
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Fig. 4: Alfred L. Harstn in later years as independent New York exhibitor (Exhibitors’ Herald,
June 6, 1925, 24)

Within Clipper classifieds, Alfred L. Harstn of New York was the first to
establish film rentals as a continual part of his business, a self-proclaimed specialty of his operations by March 1901, soon after opening his showroom (fig. 4).
When Harstn first advertised his business on East Fourth Street in Manhattan
in October 1900, he began with a more typical range of goods and services for
screen entertainments: “new and second-hand Edison films, machines, phonographs, records, slides and stereopticons bought, sold and exchanged.”87
Early in 1901, Harstn’s ad shouted “Films! Films! Films! New, never used on a
machine, from $4 up; also second hand $2 up; phonographs $10 up,” but then
one week he added another phrase to the ad copy, almost as an afterthought:
“Also to rent.”88 That twist may have quickly acted to distinguish his business
from among the growing roster of all-purpose film-exchange supply houses.
The phrasing then became “Also rental of films a specialty” before settling into
the declarative assertion of “Renting films a specialty,” at a moment when there
was no competition to refute the claim. Harstn’s rental option stuck for the
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long-term. Located on Surf Avenue in Coney Island for summer 1901, Harstn
kept up the ads: “Films! Films! A1 Condition, Only $2 each. Sold and rented.”89
Moving premises to a temporary location near Union Square early in 1902,
Harstn tried out the name Nemo Film Exchange for just two months, reverting
to simply using his name upon opening new showrooms back in Manhattan at
138 East Fourteenth Street. By June 1902, the balance of renting and selling had
reversed in the text of the ad: “Films! Films! Films! For rent at the lowest prices;
also for sale,” and the afterthought was now slides and projection equipment.90
Harstn’s specialty—rental services—was about to become more widely available
in a standardized weekly change.
Twice in March 1903, a two-column, bold-faced anonymous classified
ad announced a novelty: “Exhibitors Can Rent Films Weekly, from the Largest
Active Film Stock in America. Address Films, care Clipper Bureau, 502 Ashland
Block, Chicago.”91 Why was the ad anonymous, and who placed it? Perhaps it
was Alfred Harstn reaching out to Chicago and midwest exhibitors, drawing
upon the newly established Chicago correspondence bureau, since he used
strikingly similar phrasing and layout for his ads on alternate weeks that very
same month, claiming to have “the Largest Stock of Machines, Films and Song
Slides for Rent in America.”92 Or perhaps the ad was a preliminary posting by
Eugene Cline, who soon after expanded his upstart Chicago business to offer
“Films for Rent, Special Rates by the Week. Real live subjects.”93 In classifieds,
Cline was a first entrant into the business of offering a rental service with a
weekly change of films, after just six months operating a more conventional
range of secondhand films, slides, and projectors (fig. 5). Throughout 1902 and
1903, his advertised rate for “All Films You Want” was a consistent $3.50 per
fifty feet.94 Perhaps he had amassed enough product of various quality to start
offering a weekly change rental service after his first season in business.
Others followed swiftly. By May 1903, Fred H. Decker was also offering
“films rented by the week or month, weekly change” in addition to his New York
Entertainment Bureau’s offerings of picture outfits and Lilliputian shows.95
By July, W. C. Thorp in Chicago advertised the rate of “$20 per weekly change
of 1,000 ft. with security.”96 Thorp’s classifieds make clear summer amusement-park theaters were the first key customers taking advantage of the rental
option, as opposed to exchanging secondhand prints. “To Park Theatres, Etc.
We have for Rent Up-To-Date Films, Moving Picture Machines, Etc., by the Day,
Week or Season.”97 Thorp was also one of the first to emphasize that renting
films brought the most popular titles within affordable reach of any exhibitor
willing to borrow rather than own a copy: “We have the latest films: Voyage
to the Moon, Life of an American Fireman, Rome and the Vatican, Gambler’s
Crime, Gulliver’s Travels, Casey’s Nightmare, Mary Jane’s Mishap. All latest
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Fig. 5: Eugene Cline, pioneer of weekly change rental service. (Billboard, August 24, 1907, 4)

headliners. No worn out films or stale subjects for rent; we furnish new films.”98
Yet another Chicago film renter was advertising in the Clipper by August, Louis
Manasse, long-standing optician and rival of Kleine since before the days of
moving pictures. As with the others, the new feature Manasse offered was “special rates by the week.”99 In September 1903, Eugene Cline opened a New York
branch in the very same building Harstn had briefly operated as the Nemo Film
Exchange. Demand must clearly have been escalating as Cline, for one, focused
entirely on the new commercial venture of film-rental service.

FROM SECONDHAND TO FIRST RUN
Why did standardized weekly rental services proliferate late in 1903? Charles
Musser offers a strong, convincing argument for a confluence of factors culminating in the latter months that year, when “a multifaceted, far-reaching
reorganization of the dispositif ... included an essential, though often overlooked
technological component: the introduction of the three-blade shutter on motion
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picture machines / projectors, which sharply reduced the flicker effect and made
spectatorship much more pleasurable.”100 The new shutter design was patented
in March 1903, and it quickly became standard.101 Musser claims this was a
“pivotal moment” because reduced flicker allowed filmed titles integrated into
reels of films by producers during manufacturing, displacing the previous norm
of interspersing scenes with stereopticon title slides. This had a profound impact
on exhibition, diminishing the need to hire a full-service outfit to provide a
projector, films, slides, and operator. Musser proposes the ability to screen an
uninterrupted reel of film “in turn, produced a new pattern of distribution—the
rental system—in which the reel of film became a commodity. It was also at this
moment that narrative fiction began to dominate in vaudeville and elsewhere …
After mid-1903 cinema was constituted as a pure film program.” Musser’s final
claim here needs to be qualified to explain that, of course, illustrated songs
continued—only more so, in fact—to be part of the standard picture-show
program, but the distinction between the moving-picture segment and the illustrated songs became only more starkly a matter of moving versus still images.
Moving pictures were less often accompanied by lecturers, more often shown
uninterrupted by performers, and more often dramatized with incidental music
and mechanical sound effects.102 Although Cline, for one, offered weekly rental
services in spring 1903 before the patented new shutter design, the option really
proliferates in the latter half of 1903, exactly in line with Musser’s explanation
of consequences of reduced flicker.
The number of businesses offering a film-rental service continued to grow
during 1904 and 1905, not exponentially but consistently. Some existing film
players added the product or shifted their focus toward renting, such as C. E.
Van Duzee of the Twin City Calcium & Stereopticon Company in Minneapolis;
R. S. Sanders, an itinerant exhibitor out of Williamsport, Pennsylvania; and
Lewis M. Swaab, who severed relations with Lubin in Philadelphia to start his
own business renting films.103 New ventures in 1904 such as George K. Spoor’s
Film Rental Bureau in Chicago stake a claim for the innovative entertainment
product: “Rent Films And Be Taken Care Of Right.”104 In the Clipper, these and
other ventures now purchased much larger ads than simple classifieds. Modest,
tiny classifieds had been replaced with Films For Rent in a large-font banner
straight across the top of an entire page (fig. 6).105 Big-city vaudeville theaters
had long been able to contract for a film outfit to supply their chaser acts.106
Weekly rental service made the option affordable for hundreds more family
vaudeville and summer park exhibitors across the entire country. Late in 1904,
Spoor’s ad explained he was offering “a service that will enable an exhibition
equal to the same offered in the metropolitan cities at the same period. This is
what you want.”107 Similar logic appeared in ads for Herbert and Harry J. Miles
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Fig. 6: Film exchanging was no longer buried in the want ads by 1904, when George K. Spoor
ran a banner ad for his Film Rental Bureau that spanned an entire page (New York Clipper, July 9,
1904, 458).

as they added more rental options in New York by opening a branch office after
establishing themselves in San Francisco. By the fall of 1905, new companies
were proffering a more discerning service, a better-quality product, even now a
money-back guarantee. R. G. Bachmann’s 20th Century Optiscope offered a film
service to combat the “Kaleido-Scopus Disease … film service germ … Send for
cure.”108 The firm claimed to have “cast aside all old style methods used by others
and have adopted everything of a strictly 20th century nature.”109 By year end,
the company was offering “the best on earth or your money back.”110 The same
advantages would only become redoubled in importance with the proliferation
of storefront picture shows.
By 1904, local reporters could use the term secondhand film as shorthand
to ridicule the flickering projections of an especially poor show using an old
machine.111 The term film exchange likewise shifted its meaning from trading used films to film renting. Harry and Max Lewis’s Chicago Film Exchange
opened early in 1905 with film rental as its key product rather than a full-service
supply house. Several older film-exchange establishments now incorporated
film renting as a key feature, even as new rental businesses adopted the moniker for themselves. Oxenham’s American Film Exchange in Brooklyn began to
advertise films to rent in 1904. J. A. Le Roy’s Acme Exchange promoted that it
had “new films to rent” late in 1905, and soon Howard’s Boston Film Exchange
followed suit. Only a few early key players, such as Power in New York and Lubin
in Philadelphia, stuck primarily to offering an exchange of new and secondhand
films and equipment rather than shifting to the new paradigm of rental service;
these soon changed direction entirely to projector and film manufacturing,
respectively. Offering a general supply of equipment and supplies had become
secondary to the new main product of weekly film-rental service, exactly upending the previous decade’s emphasis on equipment supported by a peripheral
market in secondhand films. To that extent, a division between manufacturing
and distribution became entrenched. Film renting put exhibitors squarely on
the distributors’ side of the fence. Without the need to buy new film prints, many
exhibitors began to have little connection to manufacturers beyond purchasing
new projectors.
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The proliferation of metropolitan film exchanges in Chicago and New
York from 1903 to 1905 certainly reduced the cost of film renting and increased
the supply of films generally available across much of the country, especially
in the populous Northeast and Midwest within a day’s express delivery of early
exchanges. In that simple sense, then, the film-rental exchange provided the
conditions for the nickel-show boom in 1906 and 1907. Let me be clear, however,
that the proliferation of storefront picture shows in turn provided the conditions
for a subsequent expansion of regional film exchanges and branches outside
metropolitan centers and allowed new latecomers to successfully enter the field
as late as 1907, even in metropolitan centers. Clipper classifieds offer an approximate count of film exchanges operating, and the number jumps in 1907, hand
in hand with the nickel-show boom rather than beforehand. With competition
came a clamor for distinction. By the middle of 1907 the phrase first-run films
had emerged as a marker of superiority among small-town exhibitors to denote
their metropolitan contracts with film exchanges.112 An early use of the phrase
in March 1907 by S. Cronin’s Vaudette in Goshen, Indiana, helped explain the
advantages of a new film service where “only first run films will be used.”113
Service was further improved in May when Cronin arranged to lead a circuit in
order to receive “what is known as ‘first run stuff,’ films that are absolutely new
and have never previously been through a machine.”114 Another Midwest exhibitor, Canine’s Casino in Centralia, Illinois, boasted of leading a circuit supplied
by “first run films which are to always be clean and the best to be had.”115 The
owner of Gunderman’s Dreamland in Marysville, Ohio, similarly printed a local
item headlined “All New. Run for the First Time,” in October 1907, to promote a
new service supplying “first run films that will be very clear and devoid of the
fluttering which is produced by older films.”116
By 1907, competition among film exchanges was so fierce that some
firms, such as the upstart Royal Film Service in Chicago, were claiming they
offered “every customer first run film,” an unsustainable promise (fig. 7).117
George Kleine had built his business as a retailer of new prints and imported
films, never straying into the secondhand territory and not yet venturing into
rental services. He opined at length in a Billboard feature on “Chicago’s Great
Film Industry” (which meant distribution, not production). Kleine reckoned the
investment to offer three changes a week to a small-town exhibitor was $465,
but “the manager in Podunk expects to pay $25 for this service, or a little over
five per cent on the investment. That film, under such circumstances, must go
to seventeen different customers before the cost to the film renter is got back …
On account of the enormous demand for ‘first run’ and the lessening in value
of the film as it becomes older, it seems to me a proper price to be charged the
‘first run’ customer would be one-third to one-half the cost of the film to the
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Fig. 7: The Royal Film Service claimed an unsustainable ability to offer “every customer first run
film.” (Billboard, July 27, 1907, 42)

film renter.”118 The price, of course, could only be increased if demand could be
maintained while supply became more limited and controlled. Kleine’s later
status as an Edison licensee in the Patents Company helped to achieve exactly
this outcome.
The original opposite of first run was secondhand, and the premium value
of first-run films was initially based in the superior quality of a new print, as
opposed to a new film. By the end of 1907, however, the phrase was sometimes
also associated with boasts about the currency of a film title available immediately after its release. For New Year’s Eve, Gunderman in Ohio promised Arabian
Nights, “the masterpiece of the Pathe Co. of Paris [that] was shown for the first
time in the United Sates on December 21st. Actually a first run picture, not a
faded, worn out film.”119 The novelty of a newly released picture, never before
seen by any audience, was replacing the quality assurance of having a newly
manufactured film print, never before run through the projector. To be sure,
second-run films, projected for a week or two by a few previous shows, were a
far cry from the chaser period’s secondhand prints used for an entire season by
an itinerant park or vaudeville show. Nonetheless, Kleine’s critique of the “first
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run” principle was not simply combatting an irrational craze for new releases;
he also had to counteract the impression that anything other than first run
was secondhand, a common-sense notion held over from the days only just past
when film exchanges offered a starker choice between new or used, costly or
cheap. Film-rental services had rendered this a false dichotomy, but the craze
to claim first-run status demonstrates the distinction still mattered.

CONCLUSION
Film exchanges in big cities laid a foundation for film renting to rationalize
the distribution of cinema. Crucially, the key film manufacturers of the Motion
Picture Patents Company are not the pioneers behind film exchanges, nor innovations in film-rental services, although several swiftly moved into renting when
profits flourished in 1906. Even as film renting took hold, those film producers
who had also been contracting exhibition services to big-city vaudeville theaters began to claim their use of new films was a prestige factor against rental
exchanges’ offerings of second-run (implicitly secondhand) product. In April 1905,
for example, Vitagraph’s half-page ad in the Clipper abutted now-prominent ads
for Spoor’s National Service and Eugene Cline. Vitagraph appealed to “managers
of summer parks and theatres, attention! If you want the cheapest on earth, go
elsewhere! If you want the best on earth, write us. Do it now … We don’t rent
films! We don’t have to! When our subjects become scratched, worn out and
passé we sell them to the concerns who Do Rent Films. That is why everyone
asks, ‘What makes the Vitagraph shows so much better than the others?’”120
The answer would not ultimately derive from owning their own film prints, as
the distinction between new and rented films was about to collapse with Vitagraph’s help as an Edison licensee in the Patents Company.
Allow me to end with a New York Clipper full-page illustration of
“Manufacturers and Dealers in Moving Picture Machines and Films,” created
for an anniversary number in 1906 (fig. 8). Although Edison is tactfully missing,
its nineteen prominent figures in the industry include pioneering producers,
positioned alongside projector manufacturers, including stalwarts from the
stereopticon days. W. B. Moore and Nicholas Power, two originators of the film
exchange, are notably included as equals. The originators of film renting are
there, too: Eugene Cline and Max Lewis, peers beside Méliès and Lubin, a sign
that the innovation of film renting was by 1906 considered as important to the
industry as production, manufacturing, and new film sales. Of course, their
film-rental services had become prominent advertisers, symbolic equals with
the other branches of the business in terms of their own publicity. In captioning the illustration, the Clipper acknowledged its decade-long synergy with
the upstart amusement of moving pictures: “Shortly after the first practical
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Fig. 8: At the cusp of the nickelodeon era early in 1906, a display in an anniversary issue of the
New York Clipper put filmmakers on par with optical manufacturers, supply exchanges, and film
rental services, reflecting their equal stature as advertisers for the previous decade. (New York
Clipper, February 24, 1906, 9).
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machines for exhibition had created a sensation … we printed the business
announcements of a number of firms who catered to the growing demand for
moving picture machines and films. Since then there has not been an issue
of this paper that has not published the offerings and needs of the numerous
manufacturers and army of exhibitors who are interested in this branch of
amusement.”121 The statement was simple fact, but the choice of nineteen of the
most prominent advertisers for the illustration condenses the more complex
and varied importance of many hundreds of classified ads seeking and offering
secondhand films, which laid the foundation for this moment.
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31. “Theatrical Record,” New York Clipper, July 24, 1858, 111.
32. Clipper Post Office, New York Clipper, September 2, 1865, 166.
33. Routes Ahead, New York Clipper, October 27, 1883, 526–27.
34. La Plata (MO) Home Press, April 1, 1887, 1.
35. See “Clipper Changing Policy,” Variety, July 12, 1923, 1. The final issue of the Clipper was dated July
12, 1924, with its remaining beat of outdoor shows folded into Variety afterward.
36. “The History of the Clipper,” New York Clipper, May 9, 1923, 8.
37. C. O. Richardson, New York Clipper, January 9, 1897, 722.
38. Edward Amet’s Magniscope and films are advertised in the Clipper for sale by O. B. & G. Kleine
Opticians, Chicago, by September 19, 1896, and then also for sale by T. H. McAllister, New York, by
November 14, 1896; S. Lubin, Philadelphia, advertises the improved Cineograph by February 13,
1897, and a “list of 250 latest subjects of films available on application.”
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39. Magniscope, Danville, Ill., New York Clipper, February 27, 1897, 836; and Max Adler, New York Clipper,
February 27, 1897, 840.
40. L. B. Walker, New York Clipper, June 19, 1897, 264; Moore & Gray, New York Clipper, July 10, 1897, 313.
41. R. J. Erwood, New York Clipper, November 13, 1897, 618.
42. Phelps Concert Co., New York Clipper, July 30, 1898, 364.
43. Chas. Ray, New York Clipper, August 20, 1898, 435; and Charles Ray, Clipper, August 11, 1900, 530.
Ray’s start as itinerant film exhibitor began just weeks earlier in another classified, “For Sale, 30x60
Oblong Tent … Will trade for Animated Picture Machine and Films,” Chas. Ray, New York Clipper,
July 2, 1898, 300.
44. Farmer’s Handy Wagon Co., New York Clipper, October 27, 1900, 782.
45. J. B. Morris, New York Clipper, February 9, 1901, 1117.
46. G. H. Ireland, New York Clipper, June 7, 1902, 335.
47. Edison Manufacturing Company Cash Books record all receipts of checks, cash, and money orders
with clients’ names, 1896 to 1907, although invoice details are not directly connected to these ledgers. Farmer’s Handy Wagon, Ray, Morris, and Ireland all make payments in 1901 and 1902, as well
as dozens of other itinerant exhibitors. Cash Book 7 (1901–1903), Thomas Edison National Historic
Park Archives, West Orange, NJ.
48. J. E. Furlong, New York Clipper, October 16, 1897, 552.
49. Films, Fowler, Mich., New York Clipper, January 15, 1898, 768.
50. Harry Woodward, New York Clipper, August 27, 1898, 430.
51. Films, New York Clipper, November 20, 1897, 637.
52. Ira Fenton, New York Clipper, July 15, 1899, 396.
53. O. P. Barkley, New York Clipper, February 16, 1901, 1134.
54. “Hudson under His Own Recognizance,” Littlestown (PA) Adams Country Independent, October 1,
1904, 8.
55. Edison American Phonograph Co., New York Clipper, March 26, 1898, 70.
56. George Kleine, “Progress of Optical Projection,” Film Index, May 28, 1910, 10–11, 27.
57. Cecil Johnson, “First Movies Scared Hats Off Customers,” Brooklyn Eagle, September 27, 1942, 6D.
58. A photograph and profile of Oxenham and his 1896 Kinetoscopticon is found in a survey of early
inventions by James J. Finn, “Men of Destiny,” Motion Picture Projectionist, February 1928, 19–20.
59. Phonograph, New York World, March 25, 1894, 36; and Electrician, New York World, July 8, 1896, 14.
60. American Talking Machine Bureau, New York Clipper, December 12, 1896, 660.
61. Bicycles, Brooklyn Eagle, May 9, 1897, 25; Le Roy, New York Clipper, June 26, 1897, 280; American
Exchange, New York Clipper, October 16, 1897, 553; and American Projecting Machine Co., New
York Clipper, November 6, 1897, 603.
62. American Talking Machine Works, New York Clipper, March 26, 1898, 68.
63. First overt use of film exchange was Am. Film Ex., New York Clipper, April 1, 1899, 96; and “Films 3
for $3,” American Film Exchange, New York Clipper, May 6, 1899, 196.
64. Oxenham was “moving picture expert” and electrician for the Claire Tuttle Yerance Entertainers for
1898–99. “World of Players,” New York Clipper, October 22, 1898, 574. Oxenham’s itinerant shows
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then played near New York for several years but ventured farther afield as early as January 1904
across Pennsylvania and as late as August 1908 in Vermont. See, for example, “Beautiful Pictures,”
Reynoldsville (PA) Star, March 9, 1904, 4.
65. American Film Exchange, Brooklyn Eagle, May 16, 1909, 23.
66. I. B. R. Arnold, G. W. Bond, and William B. Moore, “New Incorporations,” Chicago Inter Ocean,
February 17, 1899, 10.
67. Stereopticon & Film Ex., New York Clipper, March 25, 1899, 79.
68. Stereopticon and Film Exchange, New York Clipper, September 23, 1899, 613.
69. Le Roy is connected to the start of Oxenham’s American Exchange in 1897, for example, in Le Roy,
New York Clipper, June 26, 1897, 280; and Acme Exchange, New York Clipper, May 2, 1903, 247. Le
Roy recounted details from his, Oxenham’s, and others’ steps toward moving-picture projection,
1894 to 1896, in “Pictures and People,” Motion Picture News, February 4, 1928, 369.
70. Acme Exchange, New York Clipper, May 26, 1900, 297.
71. Miscellaneous, New York Clipper, October 6, 1900, 711.
72. Acme Exchange, New York Clipper, October 27, 1900, 781.
73. Metropolitan Specialty Co., New York Clipper, February 24, 1900, 1110.
74. N. Y. Film Exchange, New York Clipper, August 4, 1900, 509.
75. Philadelphia Film Exchange, New York Clipper, November 3, 1900, 805. The address 1608 North
Fifteenth Street was Lubin’s home, where he made his first films. See Anthony Slide, Early American
Cinema, rev. ed. (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press), 19.
76. Boston Film Exchange, New York Clipper, November 24, 1900, 870.
77. Chicago Moving Picture and Film Exchange, Chicago Inter Ocean, April 15, 1901, 11, for a week.
78. Chicago Picture Machine Supply Co., New York Clipper, May 18, 1901, 272.
79. Swanson’s Picture Machine Supply Co. seems only to have operated between April and July 1901,
with his Red Dome tent show first appearing in August 1901. Swanson would return to the filmexchange business by June 1906, backed by Selig, after the nickelodeon boom had begun. See Red
Dome, Billboard, August 10, 1901, 28; Wm. H. Swanson, Billboard, June 23, 1906, 19; and William H.
Swanson, “The Inception of the ‘Black Top,’” Moving Picture World, July 16, 1916, 368–69.
80. Wm. T. Rock, New York Clipper, March 26, 1898, 69.
81. Edison American Phonograph Co., New York Clipper, March 25, 1899, 77.
82. Edison American Phonograph Co., New York Clipper, April 29, 1899, 177.
83. Todd Renting Co., New York Clipper, December 29, 1900, 985; and Todd Renting and Supply Co.,
New York Clipper, October 26, 1901, 761.
84. A. Alexander, New York Clipper, August 16, 1902, 544.
85. Exceptions when the company spotlights renting films are Prof. Supply & Com. Co., New York
Clipper, July 26, 1902, 481; and Chicago Professional Supply Co., New York Clipper, May 9, 1903, 269.
86. L. Hetz, New York Clipper, October 4, 1902, 711.
87. Alf. L. Harstn, New York Clipper, October 13, 1900, 736.
88. Alf. L. Harstn, New York Clipper, February 23, 1901, 1156.
89. Alf. L. Harstn, New York Clipper, August 17, 1901, 538.
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90. Alf. L. Harstn & Co., New York Clipper, June 21, 1902, 377.
91. Films, care Clipper Bureau, New York Clipper, March 21, 1903, 103.
92. Alf. L. Harstn, New York Clipper, March 14, 1903, 75.
93. Eugene Cline, New York Clipper, April 18, 1903, 199.
94. E. Cline, New York Clipper, November 15, 1902, 853.
95. F. H. Decker & Co., New York Clipper, May 30, 1903, 341. Decker’s New York Entertainment Bureau
had been buying, selling, and exchanging films since at least 1899. See New York Entertainment Co.,
New York Clipper, April 15, 1899, 136.
96. W. C. Thorp & Co., New York Clipper, August 1, 1903, 532.
97. Thorp &. Co., New York Clipper, July 11, 1903, 470.
98. W. C. Thorp & Co., New York Clipper, July 25, 1903, 549.
99. L. Manasse Co., New York Clipper, August 1, 1903, 539.
100. Charles Musser, “When Did Cinema Become Cinema? Technology, History and the Moving Pictures,”
in Hidalgo and Gaudreault, Technology and Film Scholarship, 39.
101. Musser, Emergence of Cinema, 345.
102. “Realistic Sounds and Incidental Music” are first promoted as a feature of the Colonial Moving
Pictures in 1902; for example, see Vergennes (VT) Enterprise, August 12, 1902, 1. Charles Musser and
Carol Nelson note Max Walkinshaw had joined Lyman Howe’s show to provide music in 1898. See
Musser and Nelson, High-Class Moving Pictures: Lyman H. Howe and the Forgotten Era of Traveling
Exhibition, 1880–1920 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1991), 91.
103. See, for example, C. E. Van Duzee, New York Clipper, August 13, 1904, 556; R. S. Sanders, New York
Clipper, March 19, 1904, 76; and Lewis M. Swaab, New York Clipper, September 17, 1904, 693.
104. Film Rental Bureau, New York Clipper, April 23, 1904, 210. Spoor was later singled out as the earliest
film renter in Chicago, earlier than Eugene Cline, but this is not apparent in his Clipper ads. This may
be referring to his service providing the Kinodrome service to park shows and vaudeville turns. For
example, see Geo. K. Spoor, New York Clipper, April 11, 1903, 180.
105. Film Rental Bureau, New York Clipper, July 9, 1904, 458.
106. Charles Musser points out the companies providing these projection services in 1898–99 are exactly
the businesses dominating film manufacturing for the following fifteen years—the very members
of the Motion Picture Patents Company: Biograph, Vitagraph, Lubin, Selig, Spoor, and the Edisonaffiliated Kinetograph Company. See Musser, Emergence of Cinema, 293.
107. Film Rental Bureau, New York Clipper, November 12, 1904, 896. When Spoor’s Film Rental Bureau
was incorporated and renamed the National Film Renting Company in 1905, its ads pitched the
advantages of affordable access to the latest fiction films: “We get you the pictures you want. We
are always to the front with all of the feature and story pictures. No film too expensive to own, no
film too costly to send our customers.” New York Clipper, March 11, 1905, 88.
108. 20th Century Optiscope Co., New York Clipper, October 7, 1905, 838.
109. 20th Century Optiscope Co., New York Clipper, October 14, 1905, 871.
110. 20th Century Optiscope Co., New York Clipper, December 2, 1905, 1054.
111. Wakefield and Harris, “equipped with some second-hand films,” received withering satire of its
“wigglo” pictures and moving-picture machine. “Swell Show,” Wilmington (VT) Deerfield Valley
Times, October 28, 1904, 8.
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112. The term first run was in use by 1700, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, denoting the
premiere performances of a play, and by 1878 also denoted initial copies of publications (i.e.,
first print runs). The idea of a run also connoted a period of popularity or public favor in general
(i.e., “had a good run of it”).
113. “Change at Vaudette,” Goshen (IN) Democrat, March 26, 1907, 1.
114. “Will Head the Circuit,” Goshen (IN) News-Times, May 21, 1907, 4.
115. “A New Business,” Centralia (IL) Sentinel, July 29, 1907, 5.
116. “All New Pictures,” Marysville (OH) Tribune, October 25, 1907, 3.
117. Royal Film Service, Billboard, July 27, 1907, 42.
118. “Chicago’s Great Film Industry,” Billboard, August 24, 1907, 4.
119. “Arabian Nights,” Marysville (OH) Tribune, December 31, 1907, 3.
120. Vitagraph Company of America, New York Clipper, April 29, 1905, 268.
121. “Manufacturers and Dealers in Moving Picture Machines and Films,” New York Clipper, February 24,
1906, 2, referring to illustration p. IX.
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